Conveyors are the lifeline to any industrial plant's productivity. This training class will provide the “Conveyor 101” program that has proven successful at facilities across the country. Attendees will gain an understanding of conveyor systems, conveyor belts, their components and how they affect your plant's performance. Get safety guidelines for working on or around conveyors, tips on reducing fugitive material and dust (and solutions to control it), and ideas on how to implement a conveyor inspection and maintenance service program that works for your plant.

CONVEYOR FUNDAMENTALS AND SAFETY:
- Conveyor Safety
- Introduction and identifying components of a conveyor.
- Advanced fundamentals to a conveyor system

INCREASING CONVEYOR EFFICIENCY
- What is fugitive material and it's causes, effects and costs
- Problems created by carry-back, spillage and dust
- Conveyor belt tracking causes and cures
- Transfer point/load zone design
- How to prevent material spillage from the load zone
- Material wear liners-What, where and why

Our Training Program can be customized to fit your needs.